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Abstract: The PRAXIS project has been designed to facilitate the interchange of
data between government and business entities through direct enterprise application
interconnection. The system architecture has been entirely based on emerging
technologies, including web services and XML, allowing independent client systems
to operate asynchronously with a central server orchestrating and controlling the
workflow. An original business document exchange protocol has been developed
from the ground up in order to address the specific needs of business to government
transactions in the Greek business sector. This paper elaborates on the methodologies
and tools used for the development of the project’s coordination point (the server)
and its clients, and present the experiences gained during the system’s design, as
well as results obtained from the preliminary integration and testing phases.
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Introduction

In recent years, significant technological advances have been made in the field of ebusiness, both at the European and international level. The penetration of such technologies
in the business world, however, has been limited, especially in countries where the majority
of businesses are small or medium. At the same time, the greater part of the effort to adopt
e-business technologies and solutions has targeted the end consumer (Business-toConsumer B2C), and more rarely takes into account real application to application
interconnection (A2A), a field that is bound to make an impact in terms of speed, security
and accuracy of business transactions, and will ultimately boost the adoption of e-business
solutions.
Despite the rising pace at which Information Technology are being deployed, the
majority of several millions of daily transactions among the above entities are still carried
out in the traditional manner: typically sending the various transaction documents through
mail or fax, manually inserting data in Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) or Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) applications or, at best, manually filling in on-line web
pages offered by Banks or Governmental Agencies. Based on the above inadequacy and on
the absence of enlightening new approaches at the SME level, most of the companies waste
significant effort and resources while not entrusting the Internet and current B2B (or even
B2C) applications for their transactions.
It took the entire industry several years of development (and a crisis) to achieve reliable,
secure, convenient, and efficient B2C transactions through the Web. Business application
interconnection is a far more difficult task; how can different, mostly proprietary, internal
systems for accounting, order processing, and supply-chain management be modified to

exchange data through the Web reliably, securely, and in a standard, open way so that a
custom solution for each business relationship is not required?
To address these issues, and in many ways the market needs whether present or future,
we present the PRAXIS project [3,4], a research project aiming to develop a standardised
way of doing transactions safely and efficiently between business entities and also
interconnect them with government information systems. The main innovation of our
approach lies in the study and comparison of existing standards for B2B transactions and
the proposal of a new, adaptable and compatible one, and the design of a system that covers
the needs of large enterprises as well SMEs with minimal IT infrastructure.
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The PRAXIS Project

PRAXIS aims at the research, development and pilot deployment of the necessary
methodologies, technologies, infrastructures, business processes and setups that will allow
the average European SME to carry out a significant portion of its business transactions
over the internet, through the interconnection of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
applications between enterprises, banking institutions and the public sector.
More specifically, the general PRAXIS aims are:
• The design and development of an easily adoptable and financially attractive solution
for the average Greek or European small and medium enterprise, by hiding the
complexity of the system from the regular user, and developing a low cost product.
• The study of and emphasis on the particularly important issue of data and transaction
security, as well as the protection of interchanging parties through modern security
infrastructures.
• The adoption of the current statutory and legislator framework, and the interaction with
it in the form of proposals and insight directed towards the responsible authorities. This
is particularly important, as PRAXIS will be one of the very few complete integrated
solutions in the area of B2B/A2S e-business.
2.1

Participants

A consortium of SME’s, university research centres and public sector institutions forms the
backbone of the PRAXIS project. Several other companies and institutions are
participating in the prototype implementation of the system:
• Three commercial private companies are adapting their information systems to include
the PRAXIS client in order to perform business transactions, such as VAT payments
and order placement, with financial organizations and the public sector. These
companies provide valuable know-how and experience, while also participating as users
of the system.
• One of the major banks of Greece is connected to the PRAXIS server to carry out
financial transactions with SMEs and the public sector. The bank provides consulting
services regarding the types and details of transactions carried out between banks and
enterprises, and also participates as a user of the system.
• The General Secretariat of Information Systems of the Greek Ministry of Finance
provides a web services interface to the country’s taxing information system. They
dictate the B2G transactions initially supported by the system.
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Choosing between XML Standards

Central to the design of the PRAXIS B2B transaction processing system, was the decision
on what document and process description standard should be adopted. A survey of the
currently used (typically XML-based) B2B standards was carried out.
3.1

B2B Standards

Table 1 provides a list of the dominant B2B standards.
UN /
EDIFACT
[5]
UN /
CEFACT
[6]
ebis-XML
[8]

ebXML
[9,11]

RosettaNet
[12]

xCBL
[13]

XBRL
[15]

GCI
[16]

OAGIS
[17]

UBL
[18]

Based on the EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) protocols, EDIFACT is the result of a series of attempts
to reduce the number of different variations of the EDI standard in use. EDIFACT includes complete
syntax rules for the formation of business messages. Other variations of the EDI standard include the
UN/GTDI, ANSI X12 EDI, and TRADACOMS
UN/CEFACT is the United Nation’s body responsible for the international policies and technological
advances in eCommerce. In an attempt to modernise the EDI standard, they proposed an XML based
version, which uses the ebXML standard for the description of the document exchange methods.
ebis-XML is the standard developed by BASDA (the Business and Accountantcy Software Developers’
Association), and international body representing 370 of the worlds largest business software developers,
based in the United Kingdom. ebis-XML allows the exchange of various business documents, and
supports communication through the internet or email. The structure of the ebis-XML messages is based
on the W3C XML standard.
ebXML is an international initiative originating from the UN/CEFACT and OASIS organizations.
ebXML define a set of specifications that allow enterprises to perform business transactions through the
internet, by using standardized processes for exchanging business messages and defining business
processes. ebXML is targeted towards all business sizes, including SMEs.
RosettaNet is a non-profit organization with over 500 member companies, whose aim is to propose
methods for document exchange and process specification for eBusiness transactions. It supports a mode
of operation for direct interactions between the transacting parties, as well as an indirect, server-mediated
mode, which is however not encouraged. The message communication is based on technologies such as
HTTP (or HTTPS), SMTP, SSL, and S/MIME encoding.
The xCBL standard is the result of the cooperation of companies including Microsoft, SAP, and
Commerce One, and essentially consists of a basic collection of electronic documents for business
transactions. It does not focus particularly on the definition of processes for document exchanges or
business transactions.
XMRL (eXtensible Business Reporting Language) aims at the definition of a standard that will allow
companies to create, exchange and compare company data, including financial information. It is an
extension of the XFRML (eXtensible Financial Reporting Markup Language), and focuses on the
development of tools for business and accounting transactions. It only concerns the representation of
information, and not ways of exchanging it.
GCI (the Global Commerce Initiative) was formed in 1999 by a coalition of manufacturing and trading
companies and professional bodies, in an attempt to provide solutions to the supply chain management
practices through standards for interoperability and business transactions. Their proposed standards
mainly focused on the description of documents for business transactions, but also proposed business
process model guidelines.
The Open Applications Group Integration Specification (OAGIS) is an open, XML-based attempt to
define “Business Object Documents” (BODs, e-business transaction messages) as well as business
process scenarios, based on integrating information between different types of enterprises. Currently
more than 200 BODs and 60 business process scenarios are defined. OAGIS encourages the use of other
technological standards (such as ebXML) for the interchange of information between companies.
The Universal Business Language (UBL) is an attempt to define a library of XML-based electronic
business documents. UBS is open and designed so as to be easily integrated in current business IT
infrastructures, focusing exclusively on the description of documents. UBL is developed by and property
of the OASIS organization.

Table 1 Dominant B2B Standards

3.2

Comparison Criteria

Our analysis of the above standards was based on the ISO/IEC 9126-1 Software Product
Quality model [19, 20], which we adapted to a set of criteria specific to B2B transaction
processing systems, which were in turn derived during the research and design stages of the
PRAXIS project. Figure 1 shows the relation between the generic software quality indices

identified and described in [19], and the case-specific criteria that we assembled for
ebusiness transaction processing systems, and in particular the PRAXIS system.
ISO / IEC 9126-1
Software Product
Quality
Model
Comparison
Criteria for
Standards for B 2B
Transaction Processing

External & Internal
Quality

Functionality
Suitability
Accuracy
Interoperability
Security

Quality in Use

Reliability

Usability

Efficiency

Maintainability

Portability

Maturity
Fault tolerance
Recoverability

Understandability
Learnability
Operability
Attractiveness

Time
behavior
Resource
utilization

Analyzability
Changeability
Stability
Testability

Adaptability
Installability
Co-existence
Replaceability

Effectiveness

Productivity

Adoption
Compatibility

Support: Institutional & Community
Underlying Technological Basis : Formal
description, resilience, code generation
Completeness, Process & Document
Coverage, Supported Business Sized/Types
Cooperation with other standards

Security policy
Ease of implementation

Ease of use

Maturity

Communication efficiency
Adaptability & Extendibility

Effectiveness

Licensing and cost

Figure 1: Comparison criteria for B2B standards. The columns of the table correspond to generic software
quality indices (see [19]) that are used to evaluate software products. The rows of the table correspond to
specific criteria that apply to B2B transaction processing systems. These are the criteria by which the various
B2B standards were evaluated and compared. The dark cells in the table indicate the way in which the
generic criteria relate to the case-specific ones, and thus provide the mapping between our original
comparison work and the (generally accepted) IEEE Software Quality Model.

3.3

Comparison Results

The details of the comparison and analysis are available in the deliverables of the PRAXIS
project, which are currently being published (see also [3]). The conclusions reached were
that the standards more appropriate to the goals of the PRAXIS system were: (1)
UN/CEFACT, (2) UN/EDIFACT, (3) xCBL and (4) ebis-XML.
The above standards mainly focus on documents, rather than processes. EDIFACT was
however rejected due its outdated underlying technological basis and CEFACT because it is
still considered immature.
While xCBL and ebis-XML were both very good candidates, of the processes the
PRAXIS system is required to support very few are actually covered by these standards in a
complete way. It was therefore ultimately decided to define an original standard for the
PRAXIS system, closely based on them, and with care to allow the potential of
collaboration between them, through the implementation of simple filters or translators.

Safety
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4.1

Technological Infrastructure
The PRAXIS Architecture

Figure 2 illustrates the PRAXIS Server architecture.
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Figure 2: The PRAXIS Architecture

The PRAXIS Server consists of three distinct modules:
• Store & Forward Subsystem: All exchanged XML Business messages are stored for
future reference into the server’s main repository before being sent to their respective
recipients.
• Account & Auditing Engine: The Account & Auditing subsystem is responsible for
user management in the PRAXIS system. In order for an organization to join the
PRAXIS network, a subscription procedure must be performed. An X509 Certificate is
issued per user, and is used for authentication and authorisation.
• Schema & Transformations Engine: The Schema & Transformations engine is
responsible for the validation of the exchanged XML documents, and transformations to
HTML and other B2B protocols, such xCBL etc.
There are two types of clients in the current system:
• Web (thin) Client: A web application that only provides a limited set of the PRAXIS
system functions. The user can send and receive messages, search for potential
customers, print, export or import business related data. These services can be very
useful to organizations that are relatively small and do not have an ERP system.
• PRAXIS Enabled Application: The PRAXIS consortium offers the possibility to 3rd
party organizations to integrate the PRAXIS system services to it. To do so, a shared
library (the Universal Praxis Connector (UPC)) is provided, which exports this
functionality. In our typical scenarios (Figure 2), an organization modifies its ERP
server and client software to provide access to the PRAXIS system.
4.2

Technology and Interoperability Considerations

Interoperability was a very important issue in the design of the PRAXIS system, and it was
taken it into consideration during the very early stages of our design and requirements
analysis. We based our analysis into the IEEE related Standard for software requirements
and specifications [14].
The PRAXIS server is based on the .NET platform and the PRAXIS Basic Protocol is
based on SOAP. At the transport layer, the HTTPS protocol is used and mutual server and
client authentication is performed through certificates. The PRAXIS server stores its data
into a relational database, which is deployed on an SQL server.

We did not select to implement our system in the J2EE platform due to performance
reasons. We also tested other B2B implementation frameworks, such as BizTalk etc, but we
rejected them in order to avoid royalties and other licensing issues. We have to note that in
order to choose the base platform we performed a research upon candidate technologies
based on a series of criteria, which are detailed listed in our project deliverables.
The UPC shared library is a COM Object, which currently is tightly bounded to the
Windows platform. In the future, a Java version will be implemented.
The web client was implemented into using ASP.NET with the IIS in the role of the
HTTP server. For authentication and key management we used Microsoft’s Certificate
Server.
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Figure 3: PRAXIS Test Bed Topology and Technologies

Other partners of our consortium developed or are currently developing various
solutions to provide interoperability with the PRAXIS system, resulting to an ecosystem of
distinct solutions exchanging business data. In detail:
• Business-to-Business: For each SME we developed an ERP-level integration using the
UPC shared library. In addition, the project coordinator, who is one of the biggest
software vendors in Greece, is developing a PRAXIS enabled version of their
commercial ERP system. Most of our participants SME’s are using version of it for
testing, while other are developing custom based UPC based application for integration
with their systems.
• Business-to-Government: The General Secretariat of Information Systems (GSIS) uses
J2EE based applications with Oracle as their database. Their client chose to override the
UPC and re-implement an implementation of their SOAP based client in Java.
• Business-to-Financial institutions: Our financial institution is a Bank. They already
have deployed a range of e-Banking services, and the consortium is currently trying to
implement a bridge with their authentication system and the PRAXIS authentication
service. Their services are exposed as Web Services and are implemented in Java. In
order to join the PRAXIS network, the Bank will implement a PRAXIS client using the
UPC.
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Results of the Trials

The initial testing of the PRAXIS system was performed on a setup including the PRAXIS
server and various web-based clients (Figure 3). A tool was developed to automatically
produce the web-based client forms based on the corresponding document schemata.

A Public Key Infrastructure approach was used to implement security [7]. To simplify
the prototype implementation, the certificate authority was chosen to be the server itself. A
certificate is issued per client, who also contains the client’s PRAXIS identification number
(PraxisID), and the client’s public key is stored on the PRAXIS server. The secure socket
layer (SSL) protocol is used to maintain the integrity and confidentiality of the
communication channel, while the client certificate is used for authentication purposes.
The server itself was implemented as a web service, which exports its functionality to
authenticated clients. For the test setup, a web browser client was used to hit the web
service. The messages exchanged included both system-level message containers
(envelopes) and invoicing, ordering and packing-slip messages. The server software was
installed on a single workstation machine, which also runs the database server.
The tests that were run were mainly proof-of-concept tests, since only a small part of
the server was implemented by the time of write-up of this paper. Nevertheless, the initial
results are very encouraging; the system was able to sustain a significant number of
concurrent transactions coming from a network of clients operated by human users.
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Conclusions and Future Work

The first conclusions from the operation of the PRAXIS system suggest that the adoption of
an open and flexible standard for modelling the B2B documents and processes is essential,
as it allowed the seamless integration of new types of transactions. The store-and-forward
architecture, coupled with the web client feature, allowed small enterprises, including
personal enterprises or accountants with minimal or indeed no IT infrastructure to utilise
some of the facilities provided by the system. Finally the use of the UPC (Universal Praxis
Connector) module allowed the relatively straight-forward integration of large, in some
cases legacy ERP and other systems into the PRAXIS network.
It is our impression that these are the main characteristics upon which the future
adoption and success of the PRAXIS system relies.
It was also an interesting finding that, of all the B2B standards currently available, very
few are actually in a position to provide the required support for a system targeting a
horizontal cross-domain solution.
The PRAXIS system is currently in the process of being deployed. A market validation
study is being carried out, and different exploitation models are being studied. Due to the
open and extendible architecture of the system, it is expected that deployment in other
countries or for other types of transactions will be straight-forward.
The PRAXIS system design, just as all currently implemented and deployed on-line
business transaction processing systems, is based on centralized n-tier architecture. Our
team is already in the process of investigating alternative approaches. It is our firm belief–
and it has also been recognized by the research and industrial community that such systems
may also be based on the constantly evolving decentralized peer-to-peer architectures [10].
Based on our experiences with the PRAXIS system, we are working on such a detailed
requirements definition and analysis [2], pertaining to the phase preceding the actual
transactions (such as support for discovery of services, merchandise or trading parties,
authentication and access control, and negotiation of transaction parameters); requirements
referring to the actual transaction phases (such as support for workflow and collaboration
orchestration, logging and non-repudiation); and requirements following the transaction
(such as user ranking and reputation management).
Furthermore, the experience gained in the design of the PRAXIS project is used as a
case to explore the potential of applying Model Driven Architecture approaches for
enterprise application interoperability [1].

Based on the findings of our initial experiments, we are also planning to elaborate on
the system’s design in order to efficiently address important non-functional requirements,
mainly security and availability.
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